beams up
your graphical
supply chain

Scotty is online! Conics’ collaborative platform for printers, agencies,
brand owners and converters. Scotty integrates your graphical supply
chain onto 1 fully independent platform.
Connecting your customers and your suppliers with your internal
process, Scotty visualizes your priorities in your graphical supply chain
and supports seamless online collaboration with all your stakeholders.
Scotty is created to plug in to your current software tools such as ERP,
workflow engines or other graphical software. By integrating your tools
in use, Scotty is fully tailored to your specific needs, minimizes your

Scotty beams you up to operational excellence!

POWERED BY CONICS

administration and secures your master data management.

one tool for
customers,
suppliers
and employees
Scotty offers both a fully equipped customer portal as well as a supplier portal. As
information is constantly shared from your customer over your internal teams to you
suppliers and back, we offer the entire supply chain onto 1 platform. No more valuable
information stuck in e-mails and attachments cluttering your view of what is urgent.
FOR CUSTOMERS
By logging onto the customer portal, your customer can track and trace his orders
throughout the entire process. Job information, approval status and dashboarding can
be made available to speed up the order management. Scotty shortens your throughput
time, improves customer satisfaction and minimizes customer complaints.
FOR SUPPLIERS
By bringing in the supplier portal as well, your internal overview is
enriched with a perfect supplier tracking system. Communicating
back and forth with your suppliers via the platform offers you
a perfect overview of your outstanding offers, questions or
other. Scotty’s API is designed to link with various third-party
systems, offering the possibility to fully automate your supplier
communication. Scotty lowers administrative errors, speeds up
your process and cuts out administrative tasks.
FOR EMPLOYEES
Scotty beams up all the information you need onto one single
view: your view. Scotty enables your team to follow-up on and
collaborate with your suppliers. Scotty fetches data across the
borders of your organization, out from the various tools you
work with and into a personalized cockpit to transform it into

Follow up your to do’s before they become critical and enjoy
the ease of mind during your daily job.
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the information you need to act fast, efficient and effective.

connected by technology
People make the difference, so Scotty’s mission is to offer them the tools to
make that difference. Luckily, the graphical industry is already blessed with
lots of great technology supporting specific processes in the graphical supply
chain. As of day one, Conics opted to partner up with these technology
suppliers to leverage their existing solutions and beam up our shared
customers’ entire supply chain towards an even higher level.
PLUG IN AND COLLABORATE!
Scotty’s API is designed to connect to your software in use. During the set
up process, we evaluate your software stack, connect to what you have
and implement 3th party solutions where needed. Scotty is not created to
compete or replace, Scotty fits in to your process, connects the tools you have
and beams them towards outstanding performance.
TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
Conics is proud to partner up with leading technology partners and deliver
on the high demands of the graphical industry. Scotty’s implementation team
is kept on the cutting edge through training, shared projects and knowledge
transfers together with our partners.
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partners

in your organisation?

At Conics, we believe that software
should be all about you.
That’s why Scotty adopts your
process, your procedures and your
way of working.
Scotty is made fully customizable and
is tailored to your organization during
the set up.

step1

apply your
own personal
business logic
onto the platform

plug in your
existing
supporting tools

Scotty plugs in to the tools you are
using already such as your ERP
system, your workflow engine, your
reporting tool.
That’s why we call it a platform,
not a product!
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step2

Good software connects, so Scotty
is an open platform designed to
collaborate with existing software.

invite
the stakeholders
of your process
Software should support your people,
not the other way around.

step3

Scotty offers a personalized cockpit
for all who takes part in your supply
chain.
An attractive and clear interface,
personalized for every type of
stakeholder.
Scotty combines all your players onto
1 platform.

enjoy scotty
A better OTIF by opening the
black box of to do’s, priorities and
historical logs.
Faster reaction time to the
customer through a shorter
throughput time of your process.

step4

Less customer complaints by
improving data exchange and
hence the data quality.

PLEASE CONTACT CONICS

info@conics.be
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More info?

Higher customer and employee
satisfaction by connecting your
internal back office with your
suppliers and customers.

